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The Benefits and Drawbacks of Wildfires:
Climate Action Club Hosts Miller and Tierney

On Wednesday, November 25, Charlotte Bednar ’22 competed in the East
Coast Cross Country Championships at
Holmdel, New Jersey, finishing in second place with a time of 17:46.7 for the
five kilometer run. Additionally, this past
fall, Bednar set another New Jersey state
record on October 23, finishing second
in the Big City Invitational with a time
of 16:21.67 for the 5km. Currently, Bednar is ranked first in New Jersey and
seventh in the nation among high school
girls cross country runners.
After setting a New Jersey girls cross
country course record at Holmdel Park,
Bednar was pleased with her performance, believing that there was “nothing
more that [she] could do.” The pandemic
has impacted athletes everywhere, altering their workout routines, limiting their
attendance at meets, and even causing
their seasons to be canceled. Despite
these challenges, Bednar felt that she
was still able to compete to the best of
her ability because the impact of Co- Miller and Tierney addressed members of the student body on December 9.
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A New Way Forward:
Human Rights and
Climate Policy
The moral and political role
of climate change policy
in human rights, and how
internal lawsuits can help
propel action.
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is too high, or there are developed
resources that we need to protect,
where fire is not appropriate on
the landscape.” Reflecting on the
importance of combining both art
and science, he continued, “It’s
really about finding that balance
between art and science. I view art
as the experience of doing it [while
also] using the science building
blocks that we’ve learned about
fire behavior.”
Miller then shared his experiences with this year’s wildfires in
Australia, reflecting on his experience as part of a group of American
firefighters that traveled to Australia in order to assist in fire suppression. He explained how firefighting
was a global effort. With wildfire
levels reaching record highs in
Australia, they “reached out to the
U.S. and Canada to ask for help,” he
added. Because the United States
and Australia have supported each
other in wildfire suppression many
times in the past, Miller pointed
out that “the sharing of resources
globally is important,” and that his
team “was committed to helping
[the Australians] out [because] it
really was a situation of reciprocity.”
Following Miller’s presentation, he
answered some questions during
a Q&A session where he shared
more stories about his experiences
and the techniques firefighters have
adapted to effectively prevent fires.
Afterwards, Tierney gave her
presentation on fire ecology and
fire-dependent ecosystems. Tierney started by emphasizing the ef-

fects of climate change on wildfires,
especially in how they increase the
intensity and frequency. “Wildfires
were made more likely because of
the conditions caused by climate
change…in order to cause fires,
we need the right conditions; we
need it to be hot and dry, we need
lots of burnable fuel, and we need
a spark. What’s happening now
is that climate change has really
stacked the deck in favor of bigger
and more intense fires in many parts
of the world like Australia and the
American West,” she said.
Tierney also addressed the
reasons as to how climate affects
fires. “Increasing heat, changing
rain and snow patterns, and shifts
in plant communities, which are
all symptoms of climate change,
are all contributing to [wildfires].”
After sharing some of the
impacts of fires on ecosystems,
Tierney was emphatic on what
the next generation needed to do
moving forward. To conclude her
presentation, she emphasized how
to prevent an excess in wildfires,
saying, “the solution is to stop
burning fossil fuels. These devastating wildfires are becoming more
frequent because of climate change,
and climate change is being caused
by increasing amounts of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere...A lot of people
in power do not like this solution,
but it is the only way, really the
only way, for our planet to remain
healthy.”
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Take-Home Tests: A More Effective Evaluation

s students in the year 2020, we
have had a radically different
learning experience to those
in years past. Many classes have adopted new platforms like OneNote and
Padlet while the Zoom breakout room
has become a fixture of our day-to-day.
We might malign the awkwardness of
a virtual Harkness discussion, but a silver lining of the Covid-19 pandemic’s
impact on our learning is that it has
undoubtedly afforded us an opportunity to reevaluate our learning priorities
and the way in which our curriculum
operates, making some classroom staples obsolete or less applicable to our
current situation, the main one being
sit-down, in-classroom tests.
It’s difficult to enjoy the process of
sitting still for an hour to tackle question after question, but previously,
students accepted the necessity of it.
In order to evaluate our progress and
information retention, we recognize
that sit-down tests are sometimes necessary to track our learning. Yet, most
sit-down tests have the unique quality
of being both stressful and mundane.
Except for the rare open-note exam,
our resources are limited, so performance often relies on knowing specific
definitions or memorizing a handful
of properties. Through two terms of
predominantly virtual learning, many
teachers have shifted away from sitdown assessments, opting to give
students take-home tests instead. Perhaps, our new, increased exposure to
such means of evaluating our learning
teaches us a valuable lesson: The takehome test has merit beyond a virtual
learning environment and it should
be adopted more frequently when we
return to campus in a post-pandemic
world.
We often misinterpret the potential

of a take-home test. Many of us think
of them to be duplicates of our regular assessments, where the answers to
questions can often be found online.
Moreover, since students have uninhibited access to all resources such
as class notes, textbooks, and sometimes the internet, many Lawrentians
would not hesitate to exceed an unenforceable time limit in pursuit of a
good score. Those qualifications mean
that the take-home test should not
ask simple, Google-able questions.

––––––––
All tests are inevitably
performative, but the
take-home format
actually offers benefits
more aligned with
the goal of developing
critical thinking in that
respective subject than
the in-person, hour-long
exam.
––––––––
Instead, a successful take-home test
will challenge students to apply their
learning to new terrain, focusing on
processes and inferences based on a set
of given information. For instance, a
math test that takes a spin on a seemingly familiar graph is not a trick, but
really an extension of a known concept. Or, picture a language essay that
would’ve previously been written in
class that requires a small amount of
research, providing an opportunity for
some individual creativity. In comparison with the sit-down test, the takehome format allows us to more thor-

Femininity in Politics

oughly develop and assess our critical
thinking than an in-person, hour-long
exam would. Nevertheless, we are not
arguing that take-home tests should
replace sit-down assessments, but simply that we should reconsider the merit
of the latter.
A properly crafted take-home test
looks something like this: a multi-part
question or short series of questions
that asks students to display a thought
process or complex equation in order
to reach a conclusion similar to, but not
identical, to what one may have previously encountered. Earning an exceptional grade would require an in-depth
understanding of the material and an
ability to expand upon its components,
displaying some creative problem solving or an intense grappling with the
question in the process. That ideal and
the sit-down, closed-note test are not
mutually exclusive, but the take-home
offers a greater chance of achieving
the ideal. Not all sit-downs prioritize
the regurgitation of memorized information over application, but if the
objective of an assessment is to gauge
a student’s ability to make complex
applications of the knowledge gained
over a unit, then the take-home test
possesses undeniable potential in allowing teachers to achieve that goal.
Ultimately, if we want to maximize
the learning process during a virtual
term and in a post-pandemic world,
teachers should reconsider the necessity of sit-down tests and contemplate recalibrating their assessments
to fit the take-home mold. This model
presents heightened potential to more
effectively evaluate students and to invigorate a stale fixture of a bygone era.
This editorial represents the majority
view of The Lawrence, Vol CXL.

How People Focus on Trivial Appearances to Put down Women

I

Helen Liu ’22

n the months leading up to and
even following the November
presidential election, Kamala
Harris has made headlines several
times for her “remarkably unremarkable fashion,” her “subdued uniform”
and rather simplistic sense of style.
Articles have been published with in
depth analyses of her wardrobe choices, speculating about hidden meanings
and wondering if “fashion is her secret
weapon.” It is not. As one of the few
prominent female public figures in
American politics, Harris’s appearances have been both praised and
criticized excessively, yet few pause to
consider whether these speculations
are appropriate or even relevant to her
political platform.
Whether it be their expressions or
their clothes, female politicians consistently face severe backlash for their
“feminine” appearance or actions. Mainstream media and even politicians often
use appearances (a woman’s hair, makeup, or clothing) to diminish women and
keep them out of politics. It’s an easy
target—and by focusing on a woman’s
appearance, critics distract the public
from her policies or ideas. Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez’s (AOC) bright matte
red lipstick has been bashed for being
too flashy, and when she detailed her
skincare routine on her Instagram story
early last year, critics far and wide ques-

tioned her competence for no reason at
all. After appearing in an issue of Vanity Fair, Fox News attacked her in their
headlines: “AOC appears in Vanity Fair
in outfits worth $14,000 to curse Trump
out.” Rather than focusing on any of the
ideas she discussed, Fox News attempted
to use her clothes against her. It should
be noted that those clothes weren’t even
her own—she was allowed to use them
for the shoot.
Unfortunately, it is often hard for female politicians to act without being
criticized for their looks.The unreasonable verbal attacks on these women
demonstrate how women are expected to blend into the majority-male
political sphere—they are expected
to behave and dress more like men
in order to succeed politically.
Yet when women do attempt to
assimilate, as Clinton
tried, (by wearing pantsuits and
modifying her lingo), they are seen
as overly aggressive
and pushy. In other words, a feminine approach
implies incompetency
and
inferiority; a
masculine
approach
implies
spiteful-

ness.
The public’s continued emphasis on
the way a female public figure looks is yet
another double standard. In contrast to
male politicians, critics are obsessed with
female politicians’ fashion and clothing
choices rather than her policies, objectifying and undermining them. News
outlets
and
other
politicians
often
use
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this double standard to their advantage—when a strong woman threatens
the status quo, people emphasize the
trivial in order to diminish her. Thus,
while women are not legally barred from
participating in politics, societal expectations and stereotypes often prevent them
from occupying positions of power.
Yet what a woman chooses to do
with her body is her own choice, is independent of her ability to perform. Her
choice of makeup or the brand name of
her outfit does not define her potential,
but publicly showing interest in “feminine” options does not make her unprofessional or unqualified. The feminine
actions and clothing are not inherently
inferior to male ones. Harris can continue to smile while acting on her policies;
AOC can wear mascara while speaking on the House floor;
Clinton can wear her
pantsuits while running
for president. Though
they will always subject
to public criticism,
these women’s clothing choices should
not be dissected
and critiqued by
mainstream media and fellow
politicians.
Washington
Examiner ’s
writer Eddie Scarry

should not tweet that AOC’s “jacket and
coat don’t look like a girl who struggles;”
Project Runway Tim Gunn’s reference to
Hillary Clinton’s pantsuits—”Why must
she dress that way? I think she’s confused
about her gender!”—is both blatantly
sexist and ignorant.
The lack of female leaders creates a
vicious cycle that makes women less
likely to pursue a political career. With
fewer political role models, fewer girls
are inclined to enter into politics. This
is why, aside from their policies, it is so
important to have Harris as a Vice President-elect, or AOC as the youngest
female member of Congress. In shattering these glass ceilings, these women
break through the assumptions of how
a female politician should act, dress, or
speak. Neither attempts to conform to
hypermasculine traits expected of them,
nor is “being a woman in politics’’ their
sole identifying factor. In choosing not
to shine the spotlight on the fact that
they are women, Harris and AOC in
fact normalize the concept. Unapologetically themselves, they have managed
to succeed in spite of the multitude of
contradicting expectations, deflecting the
criticisms that female politicians are often subjected to.
Their very presence in high-ranking
positions serves as an antithesis to the
sexism which pervades American culture; their unique insight will hopefully
change the attitude towards women joining the old “boy’s club.”
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Security Bill Betrays France’s Core Democratic Values

Yewon Chang ’23

O
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riginally heralded as the
paragon of revolutionary
values—liberty,
fraternity,
and equality—France now engages in
another exhausting struggle to define
the limits of its promised freedom.
On October 20, President Emmanuel
Macron’s La République En Marche!
Party, which supports a more centrist
political agenda, sponsored “The
Global Security Bill.” Two articles of
the bill caught global attention: Article
22 authorized the use of drones to
survey the public for “security” and the
fight against terrorism, and Article 24
outlawed publication of images or videos
that visibly identify a police officer “with
intent to cause them harm, physically or
mentally.” The bill, formed in part due to
the pressure of police unions, provoked
utter outrage from activists, journalists,
and citizens alike; to make matters worse,
after the National Assembly passed it on
November 20, Macron only withdrew
the bill on December 5, a lengthy time
after its initial passage. Not only did the
bill demonstrate that the nation would
prioritize the police force’s approval over
its people’s civil liberties, it also revealed
France’s wavering commitment to its
founding values by allowing the state to
survey protestors but not protestors to
survey the state. Indeed, though the bill
supposedly improved public safety, it, in
fact, highlights the French government’s
failure to properly protect its people, and

address police brutality through the
lens of its founding principles: Liberté,
Fraternité, Egalité.
After the November 2015 Paris terror attacks, the French National Police
heightened its use of force against
Black and Arab-origin men, a group
20 times more likely to be stopped by
police than their white counterparts.
France’s most high-profile police
brutality case was the 2016 death
of Malian-French Adama Traoré;
the official autopsy report ascribed
his cause of death to heart failure,
despite having no underlying
health complications, clashing
with the family’s independent
autopsy that instead listed the
cause as asphyxiation due to
being pinned down by three
gendarmes (armed French officers) after his arrest. Nevertheless, in May 2020, French
legal authorities cleared the
still-employed officers of all
wrongdoing. Then on November 21, history repeated
itself after four officers brutally beat Michel Zecler, a
black producer, in his own
Parisian studio over a maskwearing dispute - however, CCTV
footage caught the beating of Zecler,
which received 14 million views and a
tremendous public response demanding
justice for Zecler. All four officers were
immediately charged with “intentional
violence by a person holding authority,”

and Macron, who in 2019 warned to “not
speak of repression or police violence... in
a state under the rule of law,” denounced
the beating as “a national disgrace.” Even
in a state biased towards the police and
against minorities, video documentation of increasingly common racial
profiling and brutality cases
proves to be a powerful
weapon against a
police officer’s

adequate means to tackle climate change,
what’s the purpose behind this rise in legal
cases?
Since the momentous signing of the
Paris Agreement, every country in the
world has enacted at least one climate policy or law. Nonetheless, as the agreement
constitutes nothing more than a pledge,
many countries have failed to implement
the changes they promised, without any
real culpability. Many officials in different countries around the globe have
implied that they intend to
abide by their Paris Agreement goals, but these quotas for lowering emissions,
regulating businesses, or
creating a carbon tax, have
either been delayed, or
in the case of the U.S.,
completely
rejected
by its exit from the deal.
Environmental laws are
often useful when
enforced, and as
the Paris Agreement demonstrates,
pressure
o
r

human rights dimension. This approach
is new but unsurprising. The UN Human Rights Committee has made a clear
statement linking climate change to human rights: “without robust national and
international efforts, the effects of climate
change in receiving states may expose
individuals to a violation of their rights.”
Climate change has far-reaching consequences on societies that are already being
experienced today: rising sea levels,extreme
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Firstly, the freedoms of the French people must always be protected. Article 24 of the bill
placed at risk journalists and primarily
immigrant residents in low-income
neighborhoods who have historically suffered tense race relations
with police. The language of “intent to harm” was overly vague
and wholly up to the interpretation of the prosecution. Hence, a
prosecutor could charge someone for
posting something as simple as an image
revealing an officer’s face. Meanwhile,
Article 22 allowed continuous, non-con-

sensual surveillance of protesters, disregarding their safety and right to redress.
As seen with the murder of George
Floyd and the BLM protests across the
United States, or the 2016 police and
medical cover-up of Adama Traoré’s
death in France, videography and protests are methods of empowerment that
bring attention to societal grievances and
incite change. Instead of targeting fundamental freedoms, France must target
its own system—it must aim to preserve
Liberté, instead of dismantling it.
France must also acknowledge
the flaws within its police
force. While its proclivity towards
unnecessary
force is inexcusable, the
very structure of
the National Police requires complete reform. The majority who join police
for noble reasons become
disillusioned officers without
proper training—they do not develop
crucial interpersonal skills, receive too
little oversight from superiors, and adopt
negative stereotypes about minority
populations due to the force’s constant
stationing in minority neighborhoods.
France must work to re-establish Fraternité among all citizens, including police
officers—it must reform the police system so that its officers serve as protectors
rather than abusers. Rather than passing

laws that protect officers that abuse their
power, France should be channeling resources into restructuring the police department and acknowledging the issues
present.
Finally, Macron and his state must
publicly use the term police brutality and
address its root issues; calling the November beating of a black producer “a
national disgrace” cannot erase the consequences of his 2019 warning to “not
speak of repression or police violence...
in a state under the rule of law.” Instead,
France must accept that within the nation festers deep-rooted racism against
minorities. Though France prides itself on erasing the borders of race and
treating every resident of France as only
French, its theoretically admirable racial
blindness clearly does not translate into
practice, and rampant police brutality continues to thrive off of inequality.
Egalité has not been implemented in the
nation, and to cement France’s modern
steps in the right direction, it must first
acknowledge that fact.
The Global Security Bill again reminds us that even France, the incredible
bastion of revolution and Enlightenment ideals, struggles to heal the sharp
divide between the police and minorities during the digital age—similar to
the United States. Both counties must
recognize and remove the systemic issues
that plague them, returning (or newly
adopting) those three principles: Liberté,
Fraternité, Egalité.

borne diseases such as the Zika virus
may spread to more regions of the world,
threatening public health on a global scale.
All of these negative effects can cause social
instability, and even incite warfare. By failing to address the source of climate change
itself through legal action, a country would
be liable to negligence in fostering the violation of the physical and mental wellbeing
of people living today. Evidently, activism
with a focus on the humanitarian impacts
of climate change is not only essential, but
entirely logical.
Most importantly,
the negligence of governments and industries directly violates
the basic rights to
various aspects of
the lives of future
generations. Just
like it is immoral
to exploit children for labor,
it is immoral
to
destroy
the planet and its
resources that rightfully
belong to the youth of today,
and by focusing on this aspect
through proper legal measures, plaintiffs can highlight inaction by
corporations and governments as completely indefensible. This shift in mindset
has attracted increasing support among
mainstream human rights movements,
who point out yet another facet of climate change: it disproportionately affects
coastal, lower income, and marginalized
communities. We’ve already seen the impact of social equity concerns on countries
and corporations; unprecedented pressure to mitigate climate change could
also result from similar motivations, and
companies who refuse to act should run

the risk of damaging their public image,
and diplomatic repercussions in regards
to irresponsible countries. In the landmark Urgenda case, the Supreme Court
of the Netherlands ruled that the Dutch
government must reduce its greenhouse
gas emissions more aggressively to protect
the rights of Dutch citizens. Many cases
used similar arguments based on human
rights violations in countries, such as the
Philippines, Australia, and Germany; it is
not a coincidence that landmark legislation pledging for carbon-neutrality by either 2025 or 2050 have followed in most
of the developed nations in which such
cases and arguments have been raised.Evidently, framing climate change as not only
a matter of injustice, but injustice towards
youth and minorities in particular, makes
ignoring its risks, especially in urbanized,
coastal regions, an increasingly unviable
attitude politically. As a consequence, climate legislation has now become the part
of mainstream political platforms in most
countries with large coastal cities.
There is now a general consensus
among the scientific community that climate change is an existential threat to the
health and happiness of future generations, and therefore, inaction or insufficient
measures are not a matter of economics or
politics, but of basic human decency. We
must emphasize this fact, and act upon it
through legal means. Climate litigation
will inevitably become more prevalent in
the future, and will act as a powerful tool
to speed up climate-related reforms.Given
that climate change impacts on our fundamental rights to housing, food, health,
and more, it is an issue that transcends all
geopolitical boundaries of the world.It will
not be a surprise if we see more climaterelated litigation around the globe to aid in
our fight against climate change in coming
years, but rather, a relief.

A New Way Forward: Human Rights and Climate Policy
Alistair Lam ’23

O

n November 30, the European Court of Human Rights
(ECHR) announced that a
climate change case arguing that Portugal’s
current climate regulations that endangers
the welfare of children could proceed with
priority status. The lawsuit comes in response to wildfires that killed 120 people
over the summer. Very few similar cases
make it this far, signaling another milestone in climate change litigation.The fact
that climate change actions are moving
from the streets to the courts signals that
more effective climate legislation is occurring. Moreover, these legislations have also
begun to adopt a new dimension: using
human rights to increase the significance
of claims.The increase in human rights related cases signals that a much more powerful, and varied avenue is now available
through which the passing and enforcement of much needed climate change
legislation can be promoted.
According to the July 2020 report
“Global Trends in Climate Change Litigation” published by researchers working
in conjunction with Columbia University,
over the past 26 years, only 33 percent of
climate lawsuits outside the US were unsuccessful. However, the report also cautions against overemphasizing the success
of these cases, stating that even with favorable outcomes, “litigants still have to focus
on effective implementation of the decision and... the avoidance of legislative [or
other kinds of] backlash.” Many previous
lawsuits have targeted oil companies and
other corporations responsible for large
emissions of greenhouse gas, but because
most attempt to sue for environmental
damages, they haven’t been all that successful in actually changing environmental
policies.If litigation by itself is largely an in-

promises by one country to another don’t
serve as effective enforcement.As such,climate activists must adopt a legal avenue of
pressuring governments to properly monitor their energy and private sectors, while
properly penalizing violations of climate
laws.
Moreover, climate change lawsuits, in
recent years,have developed in a novel,and
important direction—they are taking on a

Min Kim ’21/THE LAWRENCE

weather
events like
wildfires
and
heat
waves that are occurring more frequently and with greater severity, among
many others. Climate change will, in fact,
soon become a humanitarian crisis as
coastal areas,which on average boast much
higher population densities, get flooded
over the next few decades, displacing
countless people. This crisis also threatens
food supply as crop yields decrease, and as
existing ecosystems face collapse, vector-
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Reflecting on a Covid-19 Hybrid Fall Term

On November 9, The Lawrence surveyed the student body. Lawrentians were asked about their social life, academics, and
experiences with Covid-19 this past Fall Term. Here’s what students had to say.
Megan Kumar ’24

Following a term of hybrid classes, The Lawrence surveyed the student body to determine the effects
of Covid-19 on student experiences in terms of social life, academics, and preventative measures.

Social Life

_________________
A large number of students who
responded to the survey experienced
greater difficulties in bonding with
their Housemates and classmates. Using a scale with five options (Strongly
Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, and
Strongly Agree), respondents were asked
to rate the following statements: “I have
had a difficult time meeting new people
in classes” and “I have found it hard to
form close bonds with the people in my
House.”
As shown in the graph, Remote
Learning Option (RLO) students experienced the greatest levels of difficulty in terms of meeting new people
in classes. On average, day students also
tended to agree that they had trouble
meeting people in classes, while boarding students held a neutral point of view.
Similar trends were seen when students
were asked about forming close bonds in
Houses; RLO and day students found it
much more difficult to form bonds with
one another in the Houses.
Because they rarely or never met on
campus, most day and RLO students
felt particularly isolated last term, with
one day student saying, “As a day student
who primarily interacts with boarders, it
has been really isolating to see everyone
yelling and having fun in the common
room while [I’m] stuck outside on the
porch freezing. Additionally, it’s been really hard to get myself to talk to people I
don’t usually interact with [over Zoom].”
When responding to the second statement, II Formers reported having the
easiest time forming bonds with others
in their house. The average II Former
disagreed with the statement, while the
average student from all of the other
Forms tended to agree with the state-

BY THE NUMBERS:

193
53
42
54
44

total survey respondents
II Formers
III Formers
IV Formers

60.6% boarders 57.5%
62.2%
35.2% day
students

4.1%

RLO
students

V Formers and Post Graduates

felt well-informed on the spread
of Covid-19 at Lawrenceville.
were not worried about getting
Covid-19 at Lawrenceville.

62.2%

believe that Covid-19 has negatively
impacted their social life.

82.4%

did not feel a strong sense of school
spirit on campus this term.

COVID-19 HAS HAD A NEGATIVE EFFECT ON MY MENTAL
HEALTH.

ment. One II Former felt that she was
“able to make some really good friends,
especially considering [she is] a freshman, [even though Covid-19] has hindered building relationships with these
new friends.”

Academic Life

_________________
Overall, Lawrentians who responded
to the survey reported having trouble engaging in classes and forming bonds with
their classmates and teachers. 57.0 percent of students believed that Covid-19
had made it more difficult to ask teachers for help last term, and 77.2 percent
of students believed that it was difficult
to work together with their classmates
both in and out of class. In addition to
the challenge of forming bonds, students
found it challenging to stay alert and attentive during Zoom classes, with 88.1

percent of students agreeing that it was
difficult to stay focused and engaged as a
Zoom participant in hybrid classes.
Students cited difficulties in participating as a large reason for this lack of engagement, with one student commenting, “When Zooming into hybrid classes,
I often feel left out…It’s also much more
difficult to participate in entire class discussions. Even though we’ve been using
Zoom for months, it’s still really hard to
have conversations and to stay focused.”
However, hybrid class experiences were
largely dependent on class size and content, as some classes were able to have
nearly everyone in person, while other
classes had students rotating every other
class. Overall, 62.0 percent of students
still preferred having hybrid classes over
fully virtual classes.

_________________
Although many students were dissatisfied
with the administration’s Covid-19 rules,
62.2 percent of students were not worried
about getting Covid-19, and 57.5 percent
believed that they were well-informed on
the spread of Covid-19 on campus. Many
students found the Covid-19 dashboard,
which displayed the total number of student
and faculty cases on campus, to be helpful.
In addition, maintaining six feet of distance,
the usage of POM tracers, frequent testing,
sanitization, and temperature checks have
all helped maintain students’ safety. One respondee reflected, “Not many students have
gotten the virus, and I think the school has
done a great job of containing its few cases.”

While 89.0 percent of the student
body believed that fellow peers did a good
job at wearing masks, only 10.0 percent
of students believed that students maintained six feet distance from their peers.
However, students still felt negatively
impacted by some rules imposed by the
administration, with one student saying, “I feel like the rules Lawrenceville has
made are just in place on paper to look
good, and a lot of them conflict with each
other...Day students can’t go in the House,
but boarders and day students eat together
inside Irwin with no masks or [distancing]. Sports teams can run and workout
together without masks, but orchestra
and choir [have] to limit [their] capacity, stay 10 feet apart, and wear masks.”

reach out to Dr. Joshua Gold, the
mentor of the Gold Lab internship
program. Upon receiving the internship, Fernandes spent 12 weeks
this summer “popping into his lab
virtually to participate in [her] project” and having lab discussion with
Gold.
Through these discussions with
her mentor, Fernandes developed
an interest in neurolaw.
“He was very open to my questions about neuroscience, so we had
a long conversation about the intersection of neuroscience and the legal system,” she said. After learning
about the competition held by the
International Neuroethics Society,
Fernandes drew inspiration from
her previous conversations to write
an essay “exploring the relationship
between ethics, neuroscience, and
society.” In her essay titled “Redefining Justice: Updating Criminal
Law to Reflect a New Understanding of the Mind,” Fernandes aimed
to “deconstruct our perception of
justice by talking about how neurobiological factors affect underlying
criminal behavior.” The essay eventually segued into a discussion re-

garding the criminal justice system,
in which Fernandes argued that “rehabilitation is ultimately just more
effective and fair than attempting to
enact justice or a punishment-based
criminal justice system.”
After winning the competition,
Fernandes received membership
in the International Neuroethics
Society, which gave her many new
opportunities within the field. Fernandes was able to attend multiple
lectures and presentations which
allowed her to explore her interest
in neuroethics further. In addition
to these new learning opportunities, Fernandes shared that she “was
really excited because [she] recently
received an email asking if the essay
could be published in Cerebrum, a
magazine associated with the Damon Foundation, which is an organization with a similar mission
to the International Neuroethics
Society.” Having found a passion
for neuroethics and neurolaw, Fernandes hopes to explore both in
greater depths in the future through
minoring in them in college and including them as “part of [her] academic track going forward.”

Covid-19 Prevention

Fernandes ’21 Wins Neuroethics Essay Competition

Nichole Jin ’24
& Sameer Menghani ’24

Cherie Fernandes ’21 recently
won the high school category of
The 2020 Neuroethics Competition
with her essay, “Redefining Justice:
Updating Criminal Law to Reflect a New Understanding of the
Mind.” This competition is hosted
annually by the International Neuroethics Society, an organization
that “aims to foster education and
dialogue surrounding social issues
and responsibilities that come with
advancements in brain science,” according to Fernandes. Fernandes
is also a Hutchins Scholar and a
member of Lawrenceville’s Mock
Trial team, showing her interest in
both the scientific and legal fields
which form important aspects of
neuroethics discipline.
According to Fernandes, neuroethics is a field in which researchers
explore the psychological science
behind human ethics. In regards to
the importance of neuroethics as a
field in the world of both science
and humanities, Fernandes said,
“It’s very important if you’re entering a science [or humanities] field

Cherie Fernandes ’21.

Cherie Fernandes ’21/THE LAWRENCE

to know about neuroethics.”
In her IV Form year, Fernandes
became interested in the fields
of neuroscience and psychology.
While Lawrenceville does not offer a psychology course, Fernandes
conducted her own independent
study by using Advanced Placement (AP) materials and taking the
AP test.
“I’ve always been drawn to interdisciplinary fields, so I liked the
idea of combining my budding interest in philosophy and ethics with

science,” said Fernandes. “I think
it’s very important that scientists
are aware of the social responsibility that comes with their job.”
As a Hutchins scholar, Fernandes
received the opportunity to pick an
internship that she wanted to work
in over the summer. Fernandes “really wanted the internship at Gold
Lab, which is a computational
neuroscience and psychophysics at
UPenn.” To get the internship, she
worked with Director of Student
Research Elizabeth Fox, Ph.D. to
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Unity & Advocacy : Lawrenceville’s Black Alumnae Reflect

From left to right: Ivy Alphonse-Crean, Ryann Galloway Tacha, Bianca Okolie, and Donna Rizzo.

Sara Xu ’22

Ivy Alphonse-Crean
Class of 2010
_______

When she wasn’t indulging in the
Miss Lydia pizza at Fedora’s, you could
always find Ivy Alphonse-Crean ’10 in
the Kirby Arts Center (KAC), taking
dance classes with Director of Dance
Derrick Wilder or rehearsing on stage
for a Periwig production. AlphonseCrean came to Lawrenceville as a II
Former, after which she was a member
of the McClellan House and a prefect in
Girls’ Lower. In addition to dance and
Periwig, Alphonse-Crean was a member
of The Lawrentians and the Religious
Life Council, among other activities.
As a Black, female student coming
from a middle-class family, AlphonseCrean faced the nuances of an “unspoken
cultural difference” when she arrived at
Lawrenceville, where groups of people
dressed and acted in accordance with
a Northeastern, prep-school culture.
Navigating these unfamiliar social
cues, Alphonse-Crean often wondered
how she could fit in, whether that be
buying a pair of Lululemon leggings
or constantly straightening her hair.
“I think I spent a lot of high school
being afraid. I made a lot of choices out of
fear of losing friendships, fear of looking
weird or different, and a fear of speaking
up,” she said. This fear also stemmed from
“instances of outright racism, such as
boys declaring that they do not like Black
women,” she added. After experiencing
these challenges with her racial identity,
Alphonse-Crean decided to pursue public
policy, education, and literature through
the lens of Africana studies at Brown
University, which helped inform her
perspective on society and Black culture.
As Alphonse-Crean was considering her
career path, she initially intended to serve
students of color in public schools. However,
she realized that as someone who attended
private schools throughout her life, she
would better relate to and could advocate
for students of color at independent
schools, especially being a Black educator.
She currently teaches English and serves
as the Grade 6 Dean at the Collegiate
School, a private school in New York
City where she also facilitates student
discussions regarding identity and race.
Drawing from her experiences in the
education world, Alphonse-Crean has
advice for Black students at Lawrenceville:
“Be unapologetically who [you] are and
try not to live in a fearful space, which
is radical since we do so much code
switching and censorship on a daily
basis. Lawrenceville has consistently
made an effort to affirm students of
color, but there is still a long way to go.”

Courtesy of Ivy Alphonse-Crean, Ryann Galloway Tacha, Bianca Okolie, and Donna Rizzo

Ryann Galloway Tacha

Bianca Okolie

Ryann Galloway Tacha ’03, nicknamed
“The Way” by Dean of Academics David
Laws P’21 ’23 after she made a legendary
ultimate disc catch, came to Lawrenceville
as a new III Former. She was a member
of the Stephens House and later served
as a prefect in Girls’ Lower. She was the
president of the Harlem Renaissance club
for two years, led the Christian Fellowship
in her V Form year, and was involved in the
Alliance of Black Cultures (ABC). Galloway
Tacha enjoyed English and poetry, especially
valuing the mentorship and expertise of
former English Teacher Sandra Rabin and
English Teacher Wilburn Williams H’02’06.
Like many students, she experienced the
challenges of adjusting to Lawrenceville’s
fast-paced environment, noting that
“it was like a pressure cooker all the
time.” As one of only six Black female
students in her class, Galloway Tacha also
grappled with the difficulties that came
with her racial identity. While she didn’t
experience outright racism, the stratified
social atmosphere and beauty standards
at Lawrenceville greatly impacted her.
“I did not feel beautiful at Lawrenceville
for a very long time,” she said, “I lived between
two worlds; I lived [in] this very white
world at Lawrenceville, and then I would
go to the mall or I would get my hair done
and see people who looked like me. It was
very hard to reconcile the two all the time.”
After feeling this way at Lawrenceville,
Galloway Tacha was ready to “jump in
with both feet” when she moved on to
Wheaton College, where she created
the Renaissance House—a house for
women of color in leadership positions.
“A group of us realized that we were all
struggling separately. We were all leading
different initiatives around campus, but
together, we were stronger,” she said.
After college, she worked at Lawrenceville
in the Alumni Relations and Annual
Fund Office, gaining valuable career
experience under the tutelage of Director
of Alumni Relations John Gore Jr. H’61
’64 ’65. Now Director of Advancement
at The Barstow School in Kansas City,
Missouri, Galloway Tacha encourages
diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) in this
independent school environment through
fundraising for student scholarships and
serving on the school’s DEI committee.
Regarding DEI initiatives at
Lawrenceville, Galloway Tacha pointed
out that the School “was established
for white men by white men,” meaning that “[racism is] in its DNA.”
That being said, she applauds the faculty,
alumni, and students who are working to
dismantle this inherent aspect of Lawenceville’s culture and create a more inclusive
atmosphere for all community members.

As the self-proclaimed “Oprah of
campus,” Bianca Okolie ’10 was a social
butterfly at Lawrenceville and an involved
member of the community. From joining
the Alliance of Black Cultures (ABC) to
being a tour guide, Okolie pushed herself
to “take up space,” establishing her voice
and presence in various parts of student life.
After serving as president of Perry Ross,
Okolie lived in Kirby House for two years
and spent her V Form year in Reynolds
House. Okolie recalled being part of a unique
class of diverse friend groups and interracial
dating during her time at Lawrenceville;
however, the racial undertones in one of
her forming relationships strongly impacted
how she approached dating in the future.
Additionally, when she first arrived on
campus, Okolie purposely toned down her
Black identity to facilitate white comfort.
“I feel guilty about my experience because
I didn’t do enough to shift the dynamic
for Black women at Lawrenceville. Instead
of putting a stake on the ground, I just
chose to code switch to get by,” she said.
Now as president of the Lawrenceville
Black Alumni Association, Okolie
dedicates herself to making Lawrenceville
a “safe space for all students”—especially
Black
Lawrentians—by
identifying
areas for growth and developing new
initiatives for the School. When she isn’t
dedicating her time to Lawrenceville,
Okolie works at J.P. Morgan as the Chief
of Staff for the Wholesale Payments
Middle Office Transformation Team.
Facing immense pressure early in her
career to perform well, Okolie noted
that “you always have to be on your best
behavior when you are Black.” When
interviewing for jobs, she adjusted the
inflection of her voice so that she did not
appear “too confident” or “aggressive.”
Even now, she is very mindful of her hair,
making sure that it looks “professional”
enough, as she remarked, “I could get fired
for having locs—in America, in 2020.”
Despite these limitations, Okolie learned
how to succeed in her profession, lifting
up others in need of support along the way.
While she personally struggled to
fully represent herself as a Black, biracial
woman, Okolie was not initially aware
of the true extent of racism Black
students have faced at Lawrenceville.
“I didn’t fully understand the range
of Black experiences at Lawrenceville until I heard the stories of other
students through the @BlackatLawrenceville Instagram, which pains me.”
As a final message to Black students at
the School, Okolie said, “I want you to be
okay with being yourself and taking up
space. Do the thing that I wasn’t able to
do, in a place that is the best place to do it.”

Class of 2003
_______

Class of 2010
_______

Donna Rizzo

Class of 2004
_______

During the hours between dinner and
check-in, Donna Rizzo ’04 and members
of the Alliance of Black Cultures (ABC)
often gathered in the McClellan Room
of Irwin Dining Hall, watching 106 &
Park on TV and enjoying warm cookies.
“That room stuck with me throughout
my Lawrenceville experience because we
all connected so much there,” Rizzo said.
This tight-knit group, along with Kirby
House, where Rizzo served as a prefect,
became defining support systems for her
as she navigated life at Lawrenceville. An
involved member of the school community,
Rizzo was the founder of the step dance
team, a tour guide, member of the volleyball
and softball teams, and secretary of ABC.
Through these commitments, Rizzo
found her voice and never shied away from
exercising it, especially when confronted
with instances of racism. Whether it be a
classmate using the N-word or a college
counselor only suggesting safety schools for a
Black student, Rizzo realized that displaying
“unity and advocating for her Black peers”
was necessary in bringing these issues to light.
After graduation, Rizzo faced a “huge
culture shock” at Vanderbilt University,
where she pursued communications and
marketing, in addition to women and
gender studies. She recalled that people
often stereotyped Black students, assuming
that they were athletes or admitted
through Affirmative Action, and even wore
confederate shirts with pride. Her experience
at Vanderbilt “put America in perspective”
for her, as she was exposed to a more explicit
form of racism and stereotyping, which
she did not encounter at Lawrenceville.
Later, Rizzo began her professional career
interning at Major League Baseball (MLB)
and the National Basketball Association
(NBA) before working at Madison Square
Garden for eight years. As she pursued these
employment opportunities, she witnessed
the harsh realities of corporate America.
Since there are so few Black professionals,
Rizzo said, “The Black community
sometimes becomes ‘crabs in a barrel’
because we’re trying to climb above for
ourselves, instead of helping each other out.”
Now, she works at SiriusXM + Pandora,
where she is a Senior Manager in Customer
Retention Marketing. She is also involved
in the African Ancestry Affinity Group at
SiriusXM and helps organize cultural events,
such as celebrations for Black History Month.
Reflecting on her own experiences, Rizzo
encourages students to reach out to resources
on campus and Lawrenceville alumni for
support. “Do not go through this alone,
because the last thing I want to see is another
@BlackatLawrenceville page again in a few
years because we haven’t done our job as a
community to amplify Black voices,” she said.
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Advanced Studio: Artistic Exploration for Lauren Zhang ’22
Grant Shueh ’23

Art is a “place where you can let
go, be creative, and be yourself,” said
Lauren Zhang ’22. Zhang is one of
five students in Advanced Studio, a
class in which students develop an
Advanced Placement portfolio in
visual art for submission in May.
The class offers motivated studentartists the freedom and latitude to
explore different media of art and
hone their creativity. For Zhang,
who does a lot of work in Science,
Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics (STEM) subjects,
art serves as a release for her to be
more creative and free.
Zhang has been visiting museums since a young age, and she still
draws inspiration from the paintings she saw as a child; impressionist painter Claude Monet and postimpressionist painter Vincet Van
Gogh serve as two main sources
of inspiration for her oil paintings.
She admires their ability to capture
a realistic scene in an abstract manner. “Up close, it doesn’t really seem
as close of a match with the scene
they were supposed to draw, but
if you take a few steps back, they
were able to emulate that scene really well,” Zhang commented. She
admires and seeks to emulate their
ability to balance specificity with
abstraction through a dynamic
combination of finer details and
thicker lines.
During Advanced Studio class
time, Zhang spends time in a studio in the Gruss Center for Art and
Design (GCAD). Students in the
class each have a desk with their

Photos of Lauren Zhang ’22 and three pieces from her Advanced Studio portfolio.

own materials, and spend class time
working on the portfolio in an open
studio setting, giving students free
reign to explore and develop their
ideas, with needed guidance offered
by Visual Arts Teacher Chloe Kalna. Zhang sometimes spends additional time outside of class working
on her portfolio when GCAD is
open.
Her portfolio contains artwork
inspired by many aspects of her life,
including her childhood, dance, her
daily life, and her experience from
preparing for art competitions. She
works with mainly watercolor, but
also includes various oil paintings
in her portfolio.
Zhang’s ballet experience serves
as a source of inspiration. She began dancing at the age of three and
different elements of dance have
been central to her portfolio. She
paints ballet dancers in her portfolio mainly using black ink and
watercolor but adds “a contemporary element” for structure: metallic

paint. In addition to her paintings
of ballet dancers, she also paints
landscapes with oils to add variety
to her portfolio. Daily life has also
influenced her creative process. Instead of stemming from deliberate
brainstorming sessions, her ideas
often spring from going about her
daily life. Zhang developed the
central idea of one of her paintings
during physics class.
Her painting process begins with
sketching an idea while it is still in
mind, starting with pencil and then
moving to black ink, one of her
preferred artistic media. After she
finishes drawing, she revises with
a cup of water, a paintbrush, and
some paint. She fixes edges, making sure certain parts are intentionally defined. She also makes sure
the parts she wants to be a bit more
abstract are slightly blurred, going
over them with water and diluting
the color.
Aside from preparing for the
Advanced Placement exam, stu-

Courtesy of Lauren Zhang ’22

dents in the class often choose the
best pieces within their portfolios
to submit to various art competitions. Zhang has been submitting to competitions since middle
school but mainly focuses on submitting to the Scholastic Art and
Writing Awards. She has won several Golden Keys, distinctions that
allows the submission to be judged
nationally by the final panel, and
her art has been featured in galleries in California and Shanghai.
Such competitions have helped
Zhang develop her distinct artistic
style, as knowing that a judge will
evaluate her works prompts her to
consider her choices carefully when
painting. “It makes you go in with
an open mind—you start to think
about it from different perspectives.
It makes me think about the impact
of a certain stroke or how it could
be perceived,” Zhang commented.
Acknowledging the subjectivity
of art, Zhang observes that many
think that it is difficult to establish

objective criteria for what constitutes good and bad art. She believes
that one of the most rewarding
things about art is developing her
taste—“Doing art over the years
has taught me how to evaluate it…
figuring that out for myself and
having my own judgement on the
pieces that I’ve done over the years
has been really helpful.” One challenge she has faced with her portfolio is balancing unity with variety. She wants her portfolio to feel
cohesive, following the same general themes while still making each
piece feel individual and unique.
Having experienced the Advanced Studio class and how it
provides artists with free-reign
over exploring their artistic style,
Zhang provides meaningful advice towards aspiring visual artists:
“Don’t overdo it…beginning artists
tend to overthink it…but sometimes you just need to step back
and critique it because I think selffeedback is so important.”

Conspiracy Theories: Artist Exposés of Society
Autri Basu ’23

Throughout history, artists have
been an integral part of public
discourse, using their artwork
not only to depict contemporary events, but also to partake in
them. Today, the way in which we
perceive and consume information has been twisted by the rise
of a “post-truth” society, in which
others’ perceptions of reality are
becoming less believable because
of misinformation. People have
sought to adapt to this by developing their own versions of the
truth through, notably, conspiracy.
In the art world, artists have used
their work both to speculate on
their own definitions of the truth
and to comment on the feelings of
insecurity and confusion caused
by lack of faith in society’s system
of information transmission.
The art show Everything is Connected: Art and Conspiracy, exhibited at The Met Breuer in 2018,
highlighted the intersections of
the two worlds. In the first half,
the exhibition catalogued how
some artists have used their work
to create exposés on the world
surrounding them. One of the
pieces was a collection of photos
and documents collected by artist Hans Haacke that catalogued
abuses committed by Manhattan’s
largest and most powerful slumlord. The collection consisted of
photographs of Manhattan apart-

“Searching for K,” an art piece that unveils a political conspiracy.

ment buildings, charts that document specific transactions, and
details about ownership structure.
The unending rows of public records tower over the viewer, illustrating his belief of how little
people truly knew about the mechanics governing their own city.
The collection generated enough
response from both powerful individuals and the general public
to result in the cancellation of
Haacke’s show at the Guggenheim.
Similarly, throughout the 1990s,
neo-conceptual artist Mark Lom-

bardi released a series of cavernous flow charts linking powerful
business, political, and criminal
figures, including U.S. Presidents
George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton, as well as the C.I.A. The long,
thin, connecting lines between the
subjects make one lose himself or
herself within the networks that
connect some of the world’s most
important individuals. The connections were so substantive that
the exhibit was brought to the attention of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (F.B.I.) and further
investigations were carried out.

Courtesy of The New York Times

This exhibition format perfectly
embodies the secretive webs of influence Lombardi reveals to have
controlled our lives. By combining
their editorial independence and
wide reach, artists have been able
to use their platforms to publicly
expose what they believe to be
conspiracies hidden by powerful
figures and interests.
Not all conspiracy theories,
however, have the same factual
backing behind them. After being plunged into suspicion by
thorough, researched revelations,
people sometimes take their sus-

picions even further, producing
phenomena such as the Flat Earth
Society. The second half of Everything is Connected: Art and Conspiracy satirizes conspiracies like
these and uses various works to
document the feelings of a society
that has lost faith in informational
transparency and accuracy. The
show features Jim Shaw’s UFO
Photos: Zapruder Film, (1978-82),
a series of photographs that document aliens in ordinary settings,
including a UFO sighting at U.S.
President John F. Kennedy’s assassination. The photos are blurry and
monochromatic, evoking feelings
of mystery and fear. Through his
work, Shaw depicts the condition
of the American public—fearful
that recent events were influenced
by external forces. While this
piece parodied that sentiment by
featuring aliens, the subject could
have just as easily been something
far more sinister and real.
By looking at the interactions
of art and conspiracy, we can see
how artists have become some of
the most powerful voices in public discourse, using their works to
help the public better understand
both their own feelings and the
events occurring around them.
Art is not only a valuable source
of entertainment, but also a reflection of our own lives exemplified
by these pieces that leave behind
records of our current society for
generations to come.
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Lewis Hamilton: Champion and Fighter

Kyle Park ’23

Though a fan of his rival Sebastian
Vettel, I couldn’t help but smile when
Lewis Hamilton crossed the finish line
in the 2020 Portuguese Grand Prix and
tallied his record-breaking 92nd win.
As an avid Formula One fan, watching Hamilton’s journey from a teenage
prospect to a dominating figure on the
race track has been a memorable experience filled with anxiety and excitement. Hamilton’s reaching 50 Formula
One victories in the 2016 United States
Grand Prix felt like yesterday, and seeing him break Michael Schumacher’s
all-time record of 91 wins reminds me
of what a fighter Hamilton is.
His career started with karting in
1993 when Hamilton was eight. He
quickly racked up race wins and cadet class championships, and one day,
the precocious 10-year-old Hamilton
approached McLaren Formula One
Team boss Ron Dennis and told him,
“Hi. I’m Lewis Hamilton. I won the
British Championship and one day I
want to be racing your cars.” To that,
Dennis replied, “Phone me in nine
years, we’ll sort out something then.”
Hamilton was getting one step closer
to achieving his ultimate dream of becoming a Formula One racer.
Not long after the encounter with
Dennis, Hamilton secured his second
British Championship and an addi-

Courtesy of lewishamilton.com

tional Super One Series title: accomplishments that would get Hamilton
signed to the McLaren driver development program, including a contract
with an option for a future Formula
One seat. Following multiple successful seasons in the lower divisions of
racing, Hamilton got his well-deserved
opportunity to race for McLaren in
Formula One—the beginning of what
would be one of motorsport’s greatest
racing careers.
Achieving a podium finish in his
Formula One debut, Hamilton finished runner-up in the 2007 World
Drivers’ Championship to Ferrari’s
Kimi Räikkönen by a single point. In
the same season, the British driver set
a record for the most consecutive podi-

um finishes from debut, the joint-most
wins in a debut season, and the most
points in a debut season. And he had
only just arrived.
Despite some criticising his driving
as arrogant and dangerous, Hamilton
held his head high and amassed five
victories and 10 podium finishes in
the next season––just enough for the
young Brit to beat Brazilian favorite Felipe Massa and clinch his first
Formula One World Championship.
However, Hamilton’s McLaren era
would come to an end soon due to a
series of unsatisfactory races in a less
competitive car. Hamilton had lost
some motivation and focus, as well. For
the first time, he had been outscored by
teammate Jenson Button, and in the

remaining four seasons with McLaren,
he failed to finish higher than fourth
in the drivers’ standings. The public
painted Hamilton as no more than a
one-hit wonder.
“You can knock me down, but I get
up twice as strong,” Hamilton said, and
he stuck to his words. With a surprising move to Mercedes ahead of the
2013 season, Hamilton joined childhood karting teammate Nico Rosberg
and proved his worth by winning the
Hungarian Grand Prix and achieving an additional five podium finishes.
Regulation changes before the 2014
season that mandated the use of turbo-hybrid engines contributed to the
start of Hamilton’s next championship
streak as he found himself in the most
dominant car on the grid. That year
saw the Mercedes Silver Arrows winning 16 of the 19 races—11 of which
Hamilton secured—which was enough
to earn his second World Championship trophy. The domination continued
in the 2015 season: Hamilton won 10
races and stood on the podium a record
17 times, matching his hero Ayrton
Senna’s three titles.
In 2016, despite recording more pole
positions and race wins than any other
driver, Hamilton saw the championship title slip away from his hands following an unfortunate engine blowout
in Malaysia; Rosberg took advantage
and edged out Hamilton by five points.

But Hamilton came back sharper
than ever. Lewis Hamilton went on to
win the 2017, 2018, and 2019 World
Championships and secured his seventh title after winning the 2020 Turkish Grand Prix in November.
Beyond his struggles in the driving sphere, Hamilton has faced the
unique challenge of being the first and
only black driver in Formula One, and
while he’s earned well-deserved respect
on the track, he still faces racial abuse.
On one occasion, during the preseason
testing phase at the Circuit de Catalunya, Hamilton was mocked and verbally abused by spectators who wore black
face paint and black wigs. Since then,
Hamilton has constantly received discriminatory comments on social media
platforms and online websites. Toto
Wolff, Hamilton’s Mercedes Team
boss, noted how Hamilton was “scarred
for life” by racial abuse inflicted during
his teenage years. In a press conference
in 2018, Hamilton condemned the lack
of diversity in Formula One, pointing
out how nothing had changed in the
past 11 years. “Kids, people, there are so
many jobs in this sport of which anybody, no matter your ethnicity or background, can make it and fit in.”
Hamilton’s racing career has been
a tumultuous one. Yet, when the odds
were against him, Hamilton took a step
back, reflected, and performed––signs
of an activist and a fighter.

2020 NBA Free Agency: Anything but Boring

Michael Sotirescu ’22

The National Basketball Association
(NBA) offseason, as with everything
else in 2020, was far from normal.
However, it delivered a frantic and
exciting free agency nonetheless,
including a blockbuster trade and
multiple notable players switching
teams.
The Explosive Wall-Westbrook
Trade
The major headline from the NBA’s
unprecedented 2020 offseason was
the blockbuster trade between the
Houston Rockets and the Washington
Wizards, in which the two clubs
swapped MVP Russell Westbrook
and five-time All-Star John Wall. In
addition to Wall, Washington sent
Houston a protected 2023 first-round
draft pick. Despite surrendering the
pick,Washington clearly won the trade.
Westbrook arrives after an impressive
regular season with Houston, averaging
27.2 points and seven assists per game
while shooting a career high 47.2
percent from the field. His season
wasn’t without it’s miscues, however,
as he shot an abysmal 25.8 percent
from three-point range and turned
the ball over 4.5 times per game, tied
for second most in the league, not to
mention his postseason meltdown
in the Disney World bubble. Yet,
Westbrook’s explosive athleticism
makes him one of the most impactful
X-factors in the NBA. Pairing
Westbrook with Bradley Beal, who is
fresh off a season where he averaged
30 points per game, Washington will
immediately re-enter relevancy in
the Eastern Conference. Good or
bad, Washington knows exactly what
they’re getting with Westbrook, while
Houston has no idea what to expect
from Wall. By the time he takes the
court for Houston, he will not have

From left to right: Westbrook, Hayward, and Harrell all in uniform for their previous teams.

played in an NBA game for over
two full years due to the catastrophic
achilles injury he suffered in 2018. For
a player who relies so heavily on speed
and athleticism, a devastating foot
injury most likely means he will only
be a shell of his former self, especially
given he is now 30 years old. He is also
a high-usage player who has never been
particularly efficient; in his last full
season (2017-18), Wall ranked ninth
in usage but 49th in player efficiency. It
will be first-year Head Coach Stephen
Silas’ job to craft an effective system
that maximizes Wall and Harden’s
superstar abilities, yet pairing two of
the highest usage players in the NBA
would be difficult for any head coach,
let alone one entering his first season
with the team. Harden has already
made it clear that he does not want
to remain in Houston much longer,
and trade rumors involving Harden
and potential suitors in the Brooklyn
Nets and Philadelphia 76ers are all the
more reason to believe that the Wall &
Harden era will be short-lived.
Gordon Hayward’s Payday
The Charlotte Hornets made
headlines as well in the offseason,
signing veteran forward Gordon
Hayward to a four year, $120 million

deal. Although the figure may seem
excessive for an aging, injury-prone
player who has not played at an All-Star
level since 2017, Hayward is exactly
what Charlotte needs right now.
Charlotte isn’t attracting big-name free
agents any time soon, so Hayward’s
addition is the perfect move to improve
the team in the short-term, providing
a veteran presence for the budding
young core. In a season where Jayson
Tatum, Jaylen Brown, and Kemba
Walker demanded the spotlight for
the Boston Celtics, Hayward quietly
turned in a solid year of production,
averaging 17.5 points and a career-high
6.7 rebounds through 52 games. He
was the only player in the NBA last
season to shoot at least 50 percent
from the field, 35 percent from three,
and 85 percent from the free-throw
line, demonstrating his consistency
and dependability. He brings accurate
shooting to a team that desperately
needs it; Charlotte finished 19th in
the league last year in team threepoint percentage and dead last in
field goal percentage. Additionally,
he will adopt a much larger role in
Charlotte’s offense than he had in
Boston, providing substantial scoring
and relieving pressure from Charlotte’s
young core. Although not quite the

same player he was in his prime days
for the Utah Jazz, he was, as Celtics
Head coach Brad Stevens described
him, the ‘stabilizing force’ that Boston
needed. He will surely adopt the role
of veteran leader to guide the young
core of Devonte Graham, Malik Monk,
Miles Bridges, PJ Washington, and
polarizing number-three pick LaMelo
Ball, as Charlotte looks to be the hot
new team in the Eastern Conference.
The Lakers Upgrade
The NBA Champion Los Angeles
Lakers came away with the most
impressive free agency haul of the
offseason, significantly boosting
their chances for a repeat. Their most
notable pickup was forward Montrezl
Harrell, the reigning NBA Sixth Man
of the Year. Harrell, coming off an
excellent season, agreed to a two year,
$19 million deal with the Lakers. At
6’8”, he is undersized for a big man;
however what he lacks in size, he makes
up for in dynamism, dominating in
the paint at both ends of the floor.
Coming off a year where he averaged
18.6 points and 7.1 rebounds per
game, he is an immediate upgrade
on the Lakers’ former starting center
JaVale McGee, who has since been
traded to the Cleveland Cavaliers.

Courtesy of Bleacher Report

The Lakers also cleaned house and
solidified their bench, including
the backup center slot. The Lakers
moved on from Dwight Howard and
signed veteran center Marc Gasol,
a key piece for the highly successful
Toronto Raptors over the past two
seasons. Although Gasol’s numbers
the past two years don’t jump off the
page, his 12 years of NBA experience
make him a valuable leader whom the
Lakers can trust as a playmaking big
and defensive presence. Additionally,
the Lakers’traded the heavily criticized
Danny Green and a first round pick to
the Oklahoma City Thunder for point
guard Dennis Schröder, who finished
second in last year’s NBA Sixth Man
of the Year voting. Schroder is coming
off possibly the best year of his career,
averaging 18.9 points per game. He’s
a crafty scorer and a good shooter who
can immediately assume the starting
point guard role or come off the
bench if need be. Finally, the Lakers
added wing Wesley Matthews, one
of the best under-the-radar signings
of the offseason. Matthews can offer
a solid 20-24 minutes per game of
great defense and solid shooting. By
adding Harrell, Gasol, Schroder, and
Matthews, the Lakers’ are surely the
title favorites entering the 2020 season.
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Will Bowling Ever Amass a Larger Viewership?

Michael Sotirescu ’22

To most Americans, bowling is simply
a pastime, not a professional sport. This
perception is justified, one could argue, as
bowling does not fit the conventions of a
popular professional sport. Despite this,
the American perception of bowling is
changing from simply a traditional game
to a watchable high-level sport. With
some strategic event-planning to complement the monumental partnership between the Professional Bowling Association (PBA) and FOX Sports, bowling can
certainly propel itself into the mainstream
American sports market.
2019 marked the beginning of a multiyear partnership between the PBA and
FOX Sports, a move that has already
proven successful in pushing professional
bowling towards the mainstream sports
market. In 2019, the PBA drew in 20.923
million total viewers across FOX, FS1,
and FS2. This number may not sound like
much compared to other pro leagues, but
compared to the PBA’s viewership totals
from 2018, 11.327 million, it’s safe to say
that professional bowling is on the rise.

PBA Commissioner Tom Clark said, “The
PBA’s move to FOX Sports has revitalized
the entire sport...In this first year of our
partnership, we’ve already seen dramatically improved production values, promotion, and buzz, putting the PBA in its best
position in decades.” FOX Sports EVP
of Programming, Live Operations,
and Research Bill Wagner
shared Clark’s sentiment,
stating, “The shows have
been exciting, the bowlers
are captivating and colorful, and [the] crowds [are]
enthusiastic. The PBA is
quickly becoming mustwatch sports television.”
The partnership between FOX Sports and
the PBA is a significant
step towards pro bowling gaining a foothold in the mainstream market;
however, a looming question remains.
How much room does it have to grow? The
increase in viewership totals from 2018 to
2019 is impressive, but it’s hard to imagine
that these numbers will rise dramatically
from this point forward. As a professional

sport, it’d be fair to compare bowling to
golf: two individual sports in which players are typically older than those in other
pro sports given the lack of physicality.
Golf how- ever, is already a main-

think that lockdowns might give more
time for watching sports, but since the
regular slew of sports channels didn’t have
live content to cover, fans were eager to
quench their sports thirst. During the
initial quarantine, the
NBA released daily
live stream replays of
iconic games from the
past which racked up
millions of views, and
ESPN released its 10 part
docu-series on Michael
Jordan’s Chicago Bulls,
The Last Dance, to high
praise from fans and
critics alike, earning
the spot as the most
viewed Disney-owned
documentary in history.
Major League Baseball
(MLB) modeled this idea by offering its
MLB.TV subscription for free. Though
banking on nostalgia was clearly not a long
term solution, it was certainly workable for
the time being.
The Pioneers: UFC
Dana White’s Ultimate Fighting
Championship (UFC) was the first major
televised sport to return, and it knocked
the ball out of the park, taking advantage of
the high-demand market. On May 9, 2020,
the UFC held UFC 249 in Jacksonville,
Florida, headlined by Justin Gaethje and
Tony Ferguson.The card was a homerun for

both casual and hardcore MMA fans, selling
roughly 700 thousand paperview buys, but
comments from American sports television
personality Stephen A. Smith, who said that
fighters were hesitant to wrestle to reduce
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stream American sport, steeped in widelyknown tradition and history. In 2018, the
four major American golf championships
alone—The Masters, the U.S. Open, the
Professional Golfers’ Association (PGA)
Championship, and The Open Championship—drew in over 26.8 million view-

ers, almost 6 million more viewers than all
2019 PBA events combined. Golf draws
in far more viewers than bowling does,
but why? The reason: Professional bowlers lack swagger and storylines. Americans
love golf, and a number of other individual
pro sports such as the Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) and tennis for
that matter, because they are truly
invested in the players’ careers, who
each possess some charisma that fans
have yet to see in pro bowlers.
So, the PBA’s next step should
be to increase exposure for its players, which could be done by hosting celebrity invitational bowling
events. Although they may seem
gimmicky, an event titled “Chris
Paul’s Annual PBA Invitational”
could introduce new fans to bowling. Everybody knows what bowling is; however,
to start watching professional bowling,
fans need to know who the bowlers are.
Celebrity events can help bridge the gap
of unfamiliarity, because seeing recognizable faces such as Major League Baseball
(MLB) Champion Mookie Betts and
National Basketball League (NBA) All-

Star James Harden bowl alongside PBA
bowlers provides a sense of familiarity and
can potentially lead to consistent viewership among people who would never have
watched bowling if not for seeing their
favorite celebrities participate. Events like
these could be scheduled strategically during break periods for other leagues, such
as the February-March window between
the close of the National Football League
(NFL) season and MLB opening day, giving bored sports fans something new and
fun to watch while also taking advantage
of less saturated network schedules. Celebrity invitational events would surely
increase exposure for pro bowlers and help
pro bowling gain a foothold in the mainstream market.
The sport of bowling is not going to
change to appeal to larger audiences, nor
should it. It’s a quintessential cornerstone
of American pastimes, and although it
doesn’t yet deliver the flair and energy
typical among popular professional sports
leagues, with some time and some strategically scheduled celebrity invitationals, the
PBA is sure to grow within the American
sports market.

and make do with what they had; TNT
streamed a Tom Brady and Tiger Woods
versus Peyton Manning and Phil Mickelson
charity golf match, and at the same time,
die-hard baseball fans in America woke up at
dawn to view
the Korean
Baseball
Organization
(KBO), which
had just signed
a broadcasting
deal with
ESPN. It
wasn’t the Tom
Brady on the
gridiron or
Aaron Judge in
the batter’s box
that we were
used to, but it
was certainly better than binging replays.
July’s Major Sports Return
It’s fitting that the same league that called
off American sports was the first one to
call it back on. As the country was gaining
more insight on the virus, the NBA, and
subsequently other major sports leagues,
meticulously planned a return to sports. It
all culminated in the month of July, as the
NBA returned in a bubble format in Walt
Disney World, Major League Soccer (MLS)
returned in the MLS Is Back Tournament,
the MLB started a 60-game regular season,
and on August 1st, the National Hockey

League (NHL) finished its training camps
and started its end-of-season run. Though
sports fans could not attend physically,
their wish for major live sports was granted.
Fans in Stadiums?
Though by September the bubble format
seemed to be a tried and true method, the
National Football League (NFL) decided
to experiment with partially filled stadiums.
In the season-opening game between the
Kansas City Chiefs and the Houston
Texans, 15,895 fans were scattered through
the stadium. Arenas were to follow state
jurisdiction, and the MLB and boxing
gradually experimented with the same
format. Though the social-distancing look
was not as appealing as packed stands, it
was refreshing to hear crowds cheer again.

Mapping the Return of American Sports

Andrew Lee ’22

Back in the era of dining in, maskless faces,
free social activity, and worldwide sports,
National Basketball Association (NBA)
player Rudy Gobert rubbed his hands all
over press conference microphones in an
attempt to joke about what was at the time,
in the United States, at least, a small and
novel infectious disease named coronavirus.
Though reporters initially found his gesture
funny, Gobert managed to spread the virus
to his teammates and single handedly
shut down the NBA the next day…karma
at its finest. But at the time of the joke,
who could have imagined that Covid-19
would spread so prominently in the U.S.,
shutting down economies across the globe,
eliminating thousands of jobs, and altering
our way of living? Just as schools, offices,
and businesses stopped normal operations,
so did the Olympics, March Madness,
Wimbledon, and the Masters. It was the
first time in the history of modern athletics
that every single major sport was cancelled,
and for many sports fans, the absence of
sports was a cruel blow. However, because
sports are a centerpiece in American culture
and economy, America has shown great
resilience and adaptability over the past
eight months to keep its sports alive. Let’s
relive the gradual return of American sports
throughout the pandemic.
Replaying the Hits
Heading into a quarantine one would
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transmission of the virus, are relics of the
time when fear about coronavirus was at its
peak. Nonetheless, the UFC’s bubble model
proved an effective return and momentarily
satiated the American audience.
Making the Best with What’s Available
The UFC was certainly a hit with the
American audience, but it couldn’t possibly
carry American sports television on its
own. Fans of other sports had to adapt

Board Picks

And so here we are. During the pandemic,
UFC held major fights, the NBA finished
its season at Disney World, and major
sports champions have been crowned in
empty arenas. It may seem as if we’re back;
however, the damage has already been done.
Many collegiate and amateur Olympic
athletes have perhaps lost their only chance
at making the national team and many
universities dropped entire programs as a
result of financial difficulties.Though the
return to sports so far has been difficult
and frustrating, our passion for sports has
still survived through fans’tenuous patience,
reminding us that sports will always be a
centerpiece of American culture.
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One thing you must
do this term

Eat chipotle

Sleep like a normal
human being

Leave the house

Mutiny

Get a hobby

2021 Fantasy Football
Draft Prep

Relax man

Biggest regret in life

Not eating enough
chipotle

Not going for one
more gp blueberry
scone

Picking Gabe as a
co-editor

Letting Izzy be my boss

What's a regret?

Only eating Chucks
once in the fall

No ragrets

Chipotle

Netflix

The Lawrence :) <3

My humor

No class saturdays

David Fincher films

Abby Sieler?

What will keep you
alive in the winter?

